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« Structural Analysis of Protein-RNA complexes: what we learn
from the Protein Data Bank »
We have developed protein-RNA docking benchmark, which consists of bound and unbound
structures of partner molecules. Besides, we have also curated a binding affinity dataset of 40 proteinRNA complexes, for which at least one unbound partner is available in the docking benchmark. Regression
models were trained to predict the binding affinity from structural and physicochemical parameters of the
protein-RNA interfaces. The best-fit model with the lowest maximum error is provided with three
interface parameters: relative hydrophobicity, conformational change upon binding and relative
hydration pattern. This model has been used for predicting the binding affinity on a test dataset,
generated using mutated structures of yeast aspartyl-tRNA synthetase, for which experimentally
determined ∆G values of 40 mutations are available. The predicted ∆G values highly correlate with the
experimental observations. Further, we use evolutionary conservation derived from structure alignment
of polypeptide sequences along with structural and physicochemical attributes of protein–RNA interfaces
to probe the binding hot spots at protein–RNA recognition sites. We find that the degree of conservation
varies across the RNA binding proteins; some evolve rapidly compared to others. Additionally,
irrespective of the structural class of the complexes, residues at the RNA binding sites are evolutionary
better conserved than those at the solvent exposed surfaces. For recognitions involving duplex RNA,
residues interacting with the major groove are better conserved than those interacting with the minor
groove. We identify multi-interface residues participating simultaneously in protein–protein and protein–
RNA interfaces in complexes where more than one polypeptide is involved in RNA recognition, and show
that they are better conserved compared to any other RNA binding residues. Finally, we develop a
Random Forests model using structural and physicochemical attributes for predicting binding hot spots.
The model accurately predicts 80% of the instances of experimental ΔΔG values in a particular class. The
dataset provided in this study should be useful for the further development of the docking algorithms and
binding affinity prediction methods. Moreover, the model developed in this study enhances our
understanding on the structural basis of protein-RNA binding affinity, and provides a platform to engineer
protein-RNA interfaces with desired affinity.
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